Dear CPGPS members,

Hope you are doing well! It is approaching the end of the year and it is also the time to elect our CPGPS new president for the 2023-2024.

On behalf of the CPGPS President Election Committees, we would like to call for your nomination (including self-nomination) of CPGPS Presidential candidates for the term 1 January 2023 to 31 December 2024.

All and only CPGPS members can nominate, be nominated, and vote. You are deemed as CPGPS members if you participated in CPGPS events before (e.g. CPGPS forums, CPGPS summer schools, and CPGPS activities).

To nominate, please send a nomination letter in English or Chinese to the Presidential Election Committee via email (see below). The desirable length of the letter is 10 to 30 A4-pages though longer one is also acceptable.

The nomination letter should include the following information:

For nominee:
(1) Nominee’s the most updated and complete CV;
(2) A full and complete account of nominee’s involvement with CPGPS events and contributions to CPGPS;
(3) An account of nominee’s scientific contributions to the field of satellite positioning and navigation.

For nominator:
(4) The nominator’s name, affiliation, post, job title, telephone number, email, etc.
(5) When and where was the nominator’s first time and the most recent participation in CPGPS events?
(6) Why should the nominee be nominated?
(7) Sign at the bottom of the nomination letter to declare the information in the letter to be true and accurate.

When nomination letters for more than three nominees are received, the Presidential Election Committee has the right to make the final decision to select three most suitable nominees as the presidential candidates.

CPGPS Presidential Election Committee is composed of the following members:

Dr. George Zhizhao Liu (Chair): lszzliu@polyu.edu.hk
Dr. Xiaohong Zhang, xhzhang@sgg.whu.edu.cn
Dr. Jian Wang, wangjian@bucea.edu.cn

Election schedule and important date are given below:
(1) Call for nomination by 25 November 2022;
(2) Presidential Election Committee announces the presidential candidates by 30 November 2022;
(3) Nomination confirmation and vision statement by the presidential candidates by 7 December 2022;
(4) Voting and ballot collection by 20 December 2022;
(5) Announcement of voting outcome by 27 December 2022.

Thank your support and participation very much!
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